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"THAT'S A WRAP!"
LIFT's first official school year has been excellent!
We have completed several service projects and nearly doubled daily
attendance between the fall and spring semesters. Those monthly
service projects have made our community a better and happier place.
From cleaning up trash, to making snack packs, students have played a
role in the development of our beautiful community which has given us
this safe space to enjoy. Now, we look forward to having youth join us
for the fun summer activities that have been planned.
-Elizabeth Kidwill

FOR STUDENTS
BY STUDENTS
THIS NEWSLETTER CAN
INCLUDE YOUR WORK!

Email your entries to:
lilian@lift-ringgold.org
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THANK YOU TO OUR:
Front Desk
Clerk

PART-TIME STAFF
We have enjoyed the presence of
of our amazing part-time staff!
Emily has enough smiles for every
person on Earth and can make
anyone's day in an instant. She
plans to continue joining us
through the fall semester.
Tori astounds us with her energy
as she was ready to workout and
play with students after a full day
of teaching. It has been an honor
to learn from her and wish her the
best in her new adventure!

Program
Assistant

& VOLUNTEERS!
Tutoring

VolunteerTraining

...and so much more...
Guitars for Kids

Cooking
Workshops

Over 80 individuals have donated
their time at LIFT this year! We
are so thankful for their general
help, leading workshops, and
connecting with students. The
center thrives as they share their
hearts and talents with us!

"MAY" THE FUN FACTS BE WITH YOU
from: Which Country Invented Blue Jeans? – Sew You Care

" What is the difference between Denim and Jeans?
Simply put... denim is a fabric and jeans are a garment."
When looking for something to share about the month of May....
"This is a weird topic I like [because I wear jeans almost everyday for their comfort and
protection]. Blue jeans were patented in May, 1873 by Levi Strauss who invented them.
It’s crazy to think about how much the blue jean industry has grown over
hundreds of years." -Maggie Pinkston

JOIN US THIS SUMMER!
You are invited to RE-ENROLL and participate with us at these events!

Abi & Aubree
PHOTOGRAPHY

"CAUGHT SLEEPING"

INSPIRED IDEAS
BY: MAGGIE PINKSTON
"I have have had this interaction many
times. People may think that being weird is
not a good thing, but I
disagree. I think that I
am pretty weird (my
friends would agree)
and that no one should
be ashamed of their
weirdness. At LIFT
everyone should be
proud to be weird."

TINA TALKS

BY TINA PINSKTON

HELLO SUMMER! We are thrilled for those of you who are about E X E C U T I V E D I R E C T O R
to have amazing summers! (pssst, you are one of the lucky ones.) For many of you summer means
two very long months with unique challenges. Days of isolation. Extended exposure to hurtful
relationships. Maybe long days working a summer job. Peer or family pressure that makes healthy
decision-making difficult. If you only look forward to summertime because of sleeping in, then I want
to give you a challenge: make something out of your summer vacation. If you can attend our summer
programs, do! It will help keep you connected. Regardless, you have the potential to take the time
you have, and even in a tricky situation, you can bring something good to your heart and mind in
June and July. I double-dog dare you to try out some of these suggestions:
Read a book! (we have awesome ones here that you can take home and bring back in August!)
Be crafty! (we can give you some help with ideas. It feels good to make things.)
Help someone! (do you have a neighbor or friend who could use your help? Thinking of others is
good for us!)
Say Thank you! (think of someone who was kind to you this year and let them know what it meant
to you.)
Exercise! (pick something, like sit-ups or push-ups, see how many you can do on June 1st. Try to
do more everyday. See how many you can do on Aug 1st!)
Challenge yourself! (pick something you think is interesting and watch every documentary you
can. or see if you can learn all the lyrics to Hamilton. or dare to say only positive words to your
grumpy sibling. only positive. ALL SUMMER. You might just be amazed at your potential for
accomplishing something ridiculous OR astounding.)

Here's what I know. As a teenager I got into a LOT of trouble in the summer. I regret ALL of
that trouble. I could have made something positive out of that time. I hope you will dare to
learn from my mistakes. Happy Summer!! (now don't be an idiot!)

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
TO RECOGNIZE
OUTSTANDING INVOLVEMENT

With a sweet, quiet demeanor,
if you have not had a chance to
talk to this student, you are
missing out! Lilly has been
participating at LIFT since last
summer, and we love how kind
and helpful she is.Thanks for
simply being YOU- a shining
part of our crew!

Brayden Cannon
Cary Collett
Jerric Collett
Jace Cranfield
Raighan Cross
Cameron Davis
Carlin Goldsmith
Cassandra Hall
Joann Hill
Kaley Hill
**Who will be chosen this summer as a
Joshua Hillner
spotlight for August? Help us decide!**
Kaden Hooker
Aidric Huskey
Jussenia Jackson
Brayden Lewis
Mary Atwood
Elliot Goldsmith
Lily Slaughter
Jennifer-Ann Jacobs
Michaela Liszewski
Andrew Atwood
Prestyn Henderson Cadence Stewart
Caden Johnson
Brendan Mackler
Andy Atwood
Rachel Hill
Braden Taylor
Macy Johnson
Landon Martin
Lola Baker
Jason Hill
Spencer Witt
River Kendrick
Melinda Massey
Wesley Blair
Shelby Kaylor
Owen Wofford
Chloe Miller
Richard Matherly
Sierra Blount
Taylei Liedel
Seth Wofford
Kailyn Moran
Knox Mitchell
Elle Boals
Victoria Liszewski Suza Yates
William Morrison
Maggie Rowley
Preston Breeden
Trenton Manley
Gracie Austin
Arianna Motta
Dakota Salter
Aubree Bridwell
Braley Parker
Avaree Baker
Gregory Schwartzburg Cooper ONeal
Norah Buckner
Treyton Pickett
Natalie Behles
Maggie Pinkston
Henry Swafford
Elliett Charles
Emma Grace Pierard Hyland Bell
Eric Rickert
Malachi Thomas
Jaelan Craig
Madelyn Pierce
chyenne boyd
Channing Roach
Isaac Wilson
Azpen Cunningham Gabriel Pike
Kaitlin Cruz
Esmee Salter
Hunter Duke
Ryan Rievley
Juan Cunningham Eli Wilson
Jany Sanabria
Jason Wright
Harper Ellis
Kyle Robinson
Luke Dixon
Evan Adcox
Carter Stewart
Aquanativ Fisher Taylor Robinson
Cade Eiler
Jacob Treece
Schiley Folks
Corbin Shadwick
Bette Goldsmith Demaree Allen
Alexcia Brown
Andrea Velker
Jeremiah Frost
William Sims
Daden Grant
Matthew Burgess Jr. Aaron Waddle
Nathan Goldsmith Caleb Sisk
Keith Hayes

Lillian
Garrett

MAY, JUNE & JULY BIRTHDAYS

Taiki Sasaki

